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Which automotive companies will seize the opportunities in a low-carbon economy? 
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CDP’s sector research for investors provides the most comprehensive climate and water-related data 

and analysis on the market. The Extel IRRI survey ranked CDP the number one global research house 

for climate change and as having the most innovative SRI research product for its sector research 

series in 2015 and 2016. Investment Week also awarded it best SRI research for 2016.

CDP’s sector research series takes an in-depth look at high impact industries one-by-one. Reports are 

now available on the automotive industry, electric utilities, diversified chemicals, diversified mining, 

cement, steel, and oil and gas.

Full sector reports are exclusively available to CDP investor signatories and members through 

the online investor dashboard and include detailed analysis, company insights and methodology. 

Members have enhanced access to analysts within the Investor Research team. To become a CDP 

signatory or member and gain access to the full reports and other tools, including CDP company 

disclosure data, please contact investor@cdp.net.

For more information see: 

https://www.cdp.net/en/investor/sector-research

https://www.cdp.net/en/dashboards/investor
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Figure 1: Opportunity vs. risk for low-carbon transition
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Linking climate-related metrics to earnings for automotive companies

This report updates and expands CDP’s research 
and League Table for the global automobile original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), first published in 
February 2015 and again in March 2016. It ranks 16 
of the largest publicly listed automotive companies on 
business readiness for a low-carbon transition. The 
companies in aggregate represent 79% of the global 
passenger vehicle market by sales volume.

The automotive sector is reaching a tipping point; 
facing disruptive forces from advanced vehicles1 and 
autonomous, shared driving. Tightening emissions 
regulations2 and country quotas are forcing companies 
to increase penetration rates of low-emission vehicles. 
OEMs face challenges from tech players and profits 
are shifting towards tech / software suppliers and ride-
sharing services.

Incumbent OEMs may see these challenges as threats 
to existing business models but to be successful they 
must embrace the new opportunities and markets that 
will become available over the coming years.  

Key findings 
{ Highest ranked companies are BMW, Daimler 

and Toyota. Lowest ranked are Suzuki, FCA and 
Subaru.

{ Tata Motors shows the most improvement, Renault 
has the largest fall in League Table rankings relative to 
2016. 

{ 2017 saw a profusion of OEM targets for low-
emission and autonomous vehicles – the most 
aggressive see fully autonomous (Level 4) self-driving 
services as early as 2019 and up to 25% of sales 
from battery electric vehicles (BEVs) by 2025.

{ Since 2015 OEMs and technology companies have 
invested more than $80 billion in companies 
developing MaaS and ADV capabilities.4

{ China will play a pivotal role in auto sector 
disruption, the largest vehicle market in the world 
has aggressive targets for new energy vehicles 
(NEVs).

{ Companies show some resilience to disruptive 
technologies through exposure to emerging 
markets, luxury vehicles, high margins and 
diversification in areas such as trucks, motorbikes 
and machinery.

{ R&D % of sales is high compared to most 
sectors but lower than tech players entering the 
market. In the face of this new competition, OEMs 
are beginning to focus more spend on disruptive 
tech, Japanese OEMs lead on advanced vehicle 
innovation and US OEMs on ADVs.  

1. Advanced vehicles includes vehicles such as fuel cell vehicles (FCVs), battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs).
2. Road transport accounts for 17% of global CO2 emissions (of which 66% is from light road and 34% from heavy road transport), IEA ETP 2017.
3. In aggregate the EU, US, China and Japan account for 74% of passenger vehicle demand.
4. $11 billion directly attributable to the 16 companies in this report.
5. Many regions will be implementing the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedures (WLTP) in future.

Figure 1: Opportunity vs. risk for low-carbon transition

{ OEMs are at risk of missing fleet emissions 
targets: average emissions reduction rate since 2010 
of 2.9% p.a. compared to 5.3% p.a. required to avoid 
financial penalties. 

{ OEMs will face tougher fleet emissions testing5 
and with rising popularity of SUVs and diesel sales in 
decline, companies are forced to increase the share 
of advanced vehicles to meet targets and avoid 
paying regulatory fines.

{ Manufacturing efficiency is on an improving 
trend – 15 of 16 companies have taken steps to 
reduce emissions and energy intensity of operations.

There are three key areas assessed in the League 
Table, which have been aligned with recommendations 
for company reporting from the G20 Financial Stability 
Board’s Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD):

Transition risks: We assess companies’ fleet emissions 
performance and progress towards meeting emissions 
standards in the EU, US, China and Japan.3 We also 
rank companies on manufacturing emissions and energy 
intensity performance and identify which OEMs may 
be more resilient to disruptive technologies and market 
risks.

Transition opportunities: We assess companies’ 
progress and strategy in the areas of advanced vehicles, 
autonomous driving vehicles (ADVs) and mobility as a 
service (MaaS), as well as R&D activity and renewable 
energy use.

Climate governance and strategy: We analyze 
companies’ governance frameworks including emissions 
reduction targets, supplier engagement, water use and 
alignment of governance and remuneration structures 
with low-carbon objectives.
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The summary League Table below presents headline company findings. It is based on detailed analysis across 
a range of carbon and transitional indicators which could have a material impact on company performance. The 
League Table is designed to serve as a proxy for business readiness in an industry which faces significant disruption 
as new technologies revolutionize the sector and governments increase efforts to implement the Paris Agreement. 
Companies placed towards the bottom are deemed less prepared for a low-carbon transition.

Figure 2: League Table summary (i)

League 
Table rank

2016 League 
Table rank Company (iii) Ticker Country Average market 

cap 2017 (US$bn)
Unit sales 

Global market share  
(2016 - Q3 2017)

League Table 
weighted rank

Managing 
transition  
risks rank

Transition 
opportunities 

rank

Climate 
governance & 
strategy rank

1 3 BMW BMW GR Germany 62 2% 6.31 6 3 2

2 5 Daimler DAI GR Germany 81 3% 6.42 2 5 6

3 4 Toyota 7203 JP Japan 188 11% 6.87 4 8 3

4 1 Nissan 7201 JP Japan 42 6% 6.91 7 4 5

5 6 Honda 7267 JP Japan 54 5% 7.24 3 9 13

6 11 Volkswagen VOW GR Germany 82 11% 7.30 12 2 8

7 2 Renault RNO EU France 28 3% 7.39 9 10 1

8 14 Tata Motors (ii) TTMT IN India / UK 22 1% 7.70 1 11 9

9 8 PSA Group UG FP France 19 4% 8.33 8 12 7

10 7 Ford F US USA 47 7% 8.49 14 6 11

11 9 Mazda 7261 JP Japan 9 2% 9.05 5 15 10

12 10 General Motors GM US USA 56 9% 9.18 16 1 12

13 13 Hyundai 005380 KS South Korea 30 5% 9.93 13 7 15

14 15 Suzuki 7269 JP Japan 23 3% 10.68 11 16 14

15 12 FCA FCAU US Italy / USA 20 5% 10.79 15 13 4

16 n/a Subaru 7270 JP Japan 28 1% 11.04 10 14 16

Total 79%

Weighting 40% 40% 20%

(i) Weighted ranks are calculated for each area. We display non-weighted ranks in this summary for simplicity only.
(ii) Analysis for Tata Motors includes fully owned subsidiary Jaguar Land Rover.
(iii) Kia, Geely (owns Volvo) and Great Wall Motors are non-responders to CDP’s 2017 climate change questionnaire and are therefore not included in this report. We 
encourage investors to raise this lack of transparency in discussions with company management.

Source CDP

Figure 3: Vehicle sales split by region (2016)(i)

(i) Excludes motorcycle sales.
Source: CDP, company reports, Marklines, Bloomberg
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Accessing the full report
The full report is available only to CDP investor signatories and members. Signatories can access the full report from   
https://www.cdp.net/en/dashboards/investor. Please contact your CDP account manager or investor@cdp.net if you are not able to log in.  
Members have enhanced access to analysts within the Investor Research team. 
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CDP UK
71 Queen Victoria Street
London EC4V 4AY
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 203 818 3900

@cdp
www.cdp.net
info@cdp.net 

Important Notice:

CDP is not an investment advisor, and makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in any particular company or investment fund or other vehicle. A decision to invest in any such 
investment fund or other entity should not be made in reliance on any of the statements set forth in this publication. While CDP has obtained information believed to be reliable, it makes no representation 
or warranty (express or implied) as to the accuracy or completeness of the information and opinions contained in this report, and it shall not be liable for any claims or losses of any nature in connection with 
information contained in this document, including but not limited to, lost profits or punitive or consequential damages. 

The contents of this report may be used by anyone providing acknowledgement is given to CDP. This does not represent a license to repackage or resell any of the data reported to CDP and presented in 
this report. If you intend to repackage or resell any of the contents of this report, you need to obtain express permission from CDP before doing so.
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